
From: Michelle Gowdy <mgowdy@vml.org>  
Sent: Tuesday, March 19, 2019 3:42 PM 
To: Sandy Harrington <sharrington@vml.org> 
Subject: RE: MEPAV 
 

SUMMARY OF ALL CURRENT FILINGS INCLUDING VML’s 

Here is the FCC's Court filing seeking to consolidate the various court cases, and to stay the 
court proceedings until our Petition is resolved.  It provides a good overview of the various 
issues, parties, and how many separate proceedings there are.   Our filing is mentioned and is 
currently “holding up” the court case while they prepare a response.  The big concession that 
we got is below in the AT&T response where the carriers admit that the $270 is not a limit or 
“cap” on the fee.   

https://docs.fcc.gov/public/attachments/DOC-356362A1.pdf 

BELOW ARE THE SUMMARIES OF THE RESPONSE FILED TO COMBAT OUR BRIEF 

NTCA: 

Pg. 2 - NTCA acknowledges this proceeding won't broadband to sparse areas. 

Points out that the $270 is not an absolute cap. 

Says that undergrounding rules are just "guardrails", and that all a muni would have to do is 
show it's "reasonable". 

Seems very irritated at railroads causing unreasonable fees.  They don't mention whether its 
municipal railroads, or privately owned (an important distinction here). 

https://ecfsapi.fcc.gov/file/102222586500097/02.22.19_NTCA_Opposition_to_Munis_PFR_Doc
kets_17-84_17-79.pdf 

CTIA: 

Pg. 4 - Also points out that $270 is not a cap. 

Also point to undergrounding being permissible where "reasonable" 

On aesthetics, they note that we didn't provide anything to contradict the Commission's finding 
that small wireless facilities have less visual impact. 

Pg. 10-11 - Cites New Orleans review processes as "precisely why wireless providers are often 
unable to deploy needed services without excessive expenses and long delays." 

https://docs.fcc.gov/public/attachments/DOC-356362A1.pdf
https://ecfsapi.fcc.gov/file/102222586500097/02.22.19_NTCA_Opposition_to_Munis_PFR_Dockets_17-84_17-79.pdf
https://ecfsapi.fcc.gov/file/102222586500097/02.22.19_NTCA_Opposition_to_Munis_PFR_Dockets_17-84_17-79.pdf


https://ecfsapi.fcc.gov/file/10222988629029/190222%20CTIA%20Opposition%20to%20State%
20Local%20Siting%20Recon%20Petition.pdf 

One, by Sprint, adds nothing to the conversation. 

https://ecfsapi.fcc.gov/file/1022202807674/Sprint%20Opposition%20to%20Recon%20Petition
%20Feb%2022%202019-Final.pdf 

The second, by AT&T, is more substantive, but primarily the same arguments as raised by 
CTIA.  However, there is an argument made by AT&T that municipalities are "... using profits 
generated from critical small wireless infrastructure placement to fund other policy goals."  This 
misstates one or our comments about use of the right of way. 

AT&T, like CTIA, recognizes that the $270 is not a limit.  

https://ecfsapi.fcc.gov/file/10222140998148/AT%26T%20Opposition%20to%20New%20Orlean
s%20PFR%20(02.22.19).pdf 

THIS IS A SEPARATE FILING DEALING WITH CABLE – IT MAY OR MAY NOT AFFECT MEPAV 
MEMBERS  

In case you missed it, last week NCTA filed an ex parte purporting to respond to arguments made in 
replies filed in the 05-311 (Implementation of Section 621) docket.  NATOA and NLC met with the Media 
Bureau last week, and staff made it clear that local governments need to respond to NCTA’s 
arguments.  In my opinion, the  most effective approach would be one filing submitted by as many 
organizations and jurisdictions as are inclined to join rather than many separate filings.  Perhaps others 
have a different view on the best approach, and I realize one response may not be possible because 
jurisdictions/clients sometimes want to file separately, 
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